Dark Melodic Metal With the Claim to Style And Depth
With dark, melodic sounds Saint Astray fascinate the dark scene and deeply impress
with gloomy texts about human depths and abysses.
Expressive vocals, catchy keys and hard guitar riffs dominate and underline the varied
performances of the group.
Stylistically, Saint Astray take up their place between Dark Metal and Dark Rock.
With contrasting pieces the six musicians from the Nuremberg area stand out from other
groups of this genre, reach a high recognition value and emphasize the special and unique
element in their multifaceted work.
With their second album ++ Abyss ++ Saint Astray conquer the devotees of the dark
melodic metal and rock scene with style and depth.
The Dark Melodic Metallers live their music on stage with noticeable pleasure in playing
and inspire the crowd with their own songs.

Biography
History
2011
2012
2013
2015
2016
2017

band foundation
first public live performance
release of the debut album ++ Far From Innocence ++
release of the single ++Lucicry ++ and music video for ++ Lucicry ++
release of the album ++ Abyss ++ and tour ++ Into the Abyss ++
signed with Edelstahl Records (A Division of Danse Macabre Records)

Lineup
Vocals

Andreas Würth

Keys

Silvia Frauenschläger

Guitar

Oliver Orban
Max Huber

Bass

Chris Predrag Jankovic

Drums

Marc Steuerer

Media
Website
Facebook
YouTube

http://www.saintastray.de/
https://www.facebook.com/SaintAstray
https://www.youtube.com/user/SaintAstrayMusic

References
Live Performances
2014

local support as part of the Wacken Roadshow at Rockfabrik Nuremberg
with Lacrimas Profundere, Nightmare, Jaded Heart, Grail Knights
live performance at Rumpsteak Festival in Leups

2015

benefit concert at Junges Theater Forchheim
with Justice

2016

German tour ++ Into the Abyss ++

Reviews
Orkus

„… atmospheric soundscape between dark melodic metal and dark rock …“
„Harmonic melodies, playful passages merge into a unity with harder, driving parts.“

RockHard

„The Franconians skillfully mix influences of HIM, Paradise Lost and Type O Negative, but manage to create
an own identity.“
„… a multi-faceted record …“

Sonic Seducer

„Dark and melodic rock sound is the hallmark of these melodic metal specialists.“
„Saint Astray are one of the few bands, who understand to fascinate their fans with rich variety.“

